Fort Davis National Historic Site – Notice of Intent to Convey
The following objects have been determined to be outside the Fort Davis National Historic Site’s scope of collection. The park intends to convey the following World War I objects to the National WWI Museum and Memorial in Kansas City, Missouri.

Please contact park for further information:
Jennifer Stafford
Museum Specialist
Fort Davis National Historic Site
101 Lt. Flipper Dr Fort Davis, TX 79734
jennifer_stafford@nps.gov

FODA 8688
M1912 silver color Army dress spurs. Flat design with non-functional rowel. Rowel replaced with pre-formed knob molded into the heel band. It was designed to have a leather heel strap, however this is missing. At one spur button is a buckle that would have been used for the heel strap. The second spur button was for attaching the leather strap. Both spurs have 'U.S./A.B.' stamped inside the back of the heel band. Incomplete, excellent condition.

FODA 8749
I. D. tag. It is made of aluminum and is circular in shape with two holes, one at the top and the other at the bottom. Stamped into one side: "JOHN F LEVEREDT. / COOK. / WAG.CO.3. / U.S.A." The other side of the tag is blank. [typical WWI era dog tag]. Complete, good condition.

FODA 24785 a-b
/a: Set of miniature medals attached to pin-back rectangular-shaped brass plate: Silver Star, Indian Wars, War with Spain, Cuban Occupation, World War I. Medals are of cast bronze of dull gold tones, circular shape (1.6 cm dia) with exception of silver star (five pointed star). Silk ribbons. Medal motifs/ribbons as follows:
Silver Star: (recto) circular laurel wreath with small silver star at center; (verso) plain, inscribed "FOR / GALLENTRY IN ACTION"; ribbon colors of red, white and blue.
Indian Wars: (recto) mounted Native American on horse with 'war bonnet' and spear; inscribed "INDIAN WARS" at UC perimeter; (verso) "U.S. Eagle" on shield with "FOR / SERVICE" inscribed below and "UNITED STATES ARMY" and stars around perimeter; ribbon colors of red and blue.
War with Spain: (recto) "castle" structure and inscriptions around perimeter: "WAR WITH SPAIN" and "1898"; (verso) "U.S. Eagle" on shield with "FOR / SERVICE" inscribed below and "UNITED STATES ARMY" and stars around perimeter; ribbon colors of blue and yellow.
Cuban Occupation: (recto) shield at center with laurel leaves at each side; inscribed around perimeter "ARMY OF OCCUPATION MILITARY GOVERNMENT OF CUBA" with "1898" and "1902" on either side of shield; (verso) "U.S. Eagle" on shield with "FOR / SERVICE" inscribed below and "UNITED STATES ARMY" and stars around perimeter; ribbon colors of red, blue and yellow.
World War I: (recto) standing "winged victory" figure with sword and shield (style of Art Deco); (verso) stylized shield surmounted by eagle, county names listed on either side and "THE GREAT WAR FOR CIVILIZATION" inscribed at UC perimeter; multi-color ribbon in colors of rainbow.
/b: storage box. Small rectangular paperboard box, flip lid, with blue paper exterior and blue velvet insert. Manufacturer’s mark on interior lid: rearing unicorn within circular border, "THE BAILEY,BANKS & BIDDLE CO." and "PHILADELPHIA" below circle. Paper label attached at one end of exterior box: "The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. 8-29-32 / Phila. Quartermaster Depot / Silver Star Medal No. 8079 [in ink]". Complete, good condition: Worn corners on box, with lid sides split. Medals with varying degrees of tarnish; “Cuban” metal with minor localized
corrosion. Complete, good condition: Worn corners on box, with lid sides split. Medals with varying degrees of tarnish; “Cuban” metal with minor localized corrosion. Worn corners on box, with lid sides split. Medals with varying degrees of tarnish; “Cuban” metal with minor localized corrosion.

FODA 25737, FODA 25738, and FODA 25739

c.1910 Guidon Poles

FODA 25737: Made of cast steel with bronzed to dark black finish. Long hollow cylinder which terminates in sharp point. Pointed end is four sided. Above point are four domed protrusions which project out in a linear fashion from the surface of the tube (round holes through protrusions). At approximate midpoint there is an embossed leather grip or sheath. Sheath has shaped brass ferrule on both ends and ring-like band at center; sheath length of about 19-1/4 inches (48.9 cm). The end of the cylinder is open. Stamped markings at pointed end: "W /[9]5 / [__]", "B" and "15. U.1.7.A." Metal is in generally stable condition; uneven patina; minor gouges or dents in cylinder near pointed end; scattered areas of minor localized corrosion.

FODA 25738: Same form as above but stamped markings differ: "K / W / 11 / [8]", "D / [__] / 1" and "11. U.3. 47.” Metal is in generally stable condition; uneven patina throughout; minor scratches and scattered white deposits/drips; loose material inside staff (rattling sound when staff is handled); scattered areas of minor localized corrosion.
FODA 25739: Same as above but stamped markings differ: "W /[12] / [__]", "11. U.2. 127" and stippled mask over illegible marking. Metal is in generally stable condition; uneven patina; minor scratches and white deposits in protrusion area; loose material inside staff (rattling sound when staff is handled); scattered areas of minor localized corrosion.

L 244.5, DIA (max) 3.5, DIA (min) 2.5 CM